
INTRODUCTION substantial implication in the management of sepsis, 
Sepsis is becoming a major problem as it especially for the selection of antimicrobial therapy. 
contributed to 40% of emergency department (ED) Surviving Sepsis Campaign (SSC) International 

1admissions in the United States  with an overall Guidelines via early goal-directed therapy (EGDT) 
2

hospital mortality rate approximately  28.6%.  has improved survival for patients presenting with 
Sepsis survival is associated with a significant severe sepsis and septic shock. The protocol 

3decrease in quality of life.  Even though the reported recommends BC and lactate level to be obtained 
6death rate from septicemia has decreased from 17% before antibiotics administration.  An authentic BC 

to 13% in 2008, it still ranked as the second leading can have a critical impact on the direction of patient 
4

7cause of mortality at Ministry of Health hospitals.  management in ED.  
Factors such as antibiotic resistance, immuno- The contamination rate differs between departments 
compromised patients and aging population and hospitals. The acceptable rate is established at 2 

8contributed to the increasing number of sepsis to 3%.  For instance, in the United Kingdom it was 
5

9patients.  The role of ED physician is pivotal in a between 2% and 6%,  whereas it accounted for 2.7 to 
rapid identification, differentiate minor infections 14.3% of all positive cultures in a few hospitals in 

10 from the acute, life-threatening infections and Malaysia. In considering of high  contamination 
administration an appropriate antibiotic regimen for rate in the local setting, the present study aimed to 

3 
improving patient care. determine the prevalence and associated factors of 
Blood culture (BC) is a vital investigation with BC contamination in septicemia patient at ED 

Objectives: To determine the prevalence of blood contamination was 19.9%. Night shift work (OR, 
culture contamination and factors associated with 4.73; CI, 1.35-16.57; p=0.015), semi-critical zone 
blood culture contamination at Emergency in triage (OR, 3.78; CI, 1.47-9.73; p=0.006) and 
Department, Hospital Universiti Sains Malaysia. patients who had a stroke (OR, 5.49; CI, 1.36-
Methodology: This prospective cross-sectional 22.19; p=0.017) revealed significant association 
study was conducted from 1st September 2012 to with the risk of blood culture contamination. 
31st August 2013 and included 136 consenting Conclusion: Blood cultures obtained during night 
patients with sepsis, severe sepsis, and shift work, semi critical zone in triage and stroke 
septicemic shock according to International patients were associated with the risk of blood 
Sepsis Guidelines and required intravenous culture contamination. (Rawal Med J 201;43:23-
antibiotics. Blood samples were collected by a 28).
various health care professionals and were Key words: Blood culture, working shift, triage, 
correlated with culture results. stroke, emergency department.
Results: The prevalence of blood culture 
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university hospital in East Coast, Malaysia. antimicrobial susceptibility test. Organisms 
displaying an intermediate phenotype also 

METHODOLOGY considered as resistant. BC was incubated for at 
Study design and setting: This was a prospective least five days before discarding as negative. The 
cross-sectional study conducted from 1st September investigator reviewed patient's record for the total 
2012 to 31st August 2013 at ED HUSM. It was number of cultures yielding organisms, 
approved by Research and Ethics Committee, antimicrobial susceptibility and the total number of 
School of Medical Sciences, Universiti Sains blood culture sets taken every month. 
Malaysia. All consented adults' patients who Definition of BC contamination: A bacterial BC 
fulfilled criteria for sepsis according to International was defined as a set of a bottle into which a single 

6
Sepsis Guidelines  and required intravenous blood specimen was inoculated. It was considered 
antibiotics were enrolled in the study. contaminated if one or more of the following 
Research protocols: BC samples were collected organisms were identified in only one of a series of 
by a various health care professional in ED BC; (1) coagulase-negative Staphylococcus species 
HUSM.  The patient's demographic data, (CoNS), (2) Corynebacterium species, (3) alpha or 
phlebotomist, and environments detail were gamma haemolytic Streptococci, (3) Micrococcus 
recorded. Venous blood was obtained by s p e c i e s ,  ( 4 )  B a c i l l u s  s p e c i e s  o r  ( 5 )  

12phlebotomist according to their current practice of Propionibacterium species.  Polymicrobic cultures 
blood culture sampling. The phlebotomist were with more than one contaminant species were 
house officers, medical officers, master students counted as a single contaminated BC 
in emergency medicine and emergency Statistical analysis: The odd ratios (ORs) and 95% 
physicians. The ED residents in charge confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated using a 
determined which phlebotomist group to perform binary logistic regression analysis to assess factors 
the BC procedure based on the table of associated (patient, health care providers and 
randomization provided. The first 8-10 ml of environmental) with BC contamination. Variables 
blood was transferred into BD BACTEC Plus with a p<0.25 were included in the multiple logistic 
Aerobic culture vial (Becton Dickinson regression using forward stepwise Likelihood Ratio 
Microbiology Systems, Sparks, Md., USA). The (LR) method. All tests of significance were 2-tailed 
flick of a cap from BACTEC bottle top was and p<0.05 was considered to indicate statistical 
removed and observed for any sign of significance. All data analysis was performed using 
contamination. If no sign of contamination seen, SPSS version 18.0. 
the septum swabbed with alcohol and the 
specimen was transferred into the vial. It was sent RESULTS
immediately to the microbiology laboratory for A total of 136 samples were studied. The positive 
processing. BCs were 44 (32.4%), while the other 92 (67.6%) 
BC were  p roces sed  acco rd ing  t o  t he  samples were negative. Out of 44 positive 
recommendations of the Clinical and Laboratory cultures, 27 were contaminated while 17 were 

11Standard Institute (CLSI).  The absence of turbidity non-contaminated. Therefore, the prevalence of 
was detected by semi-automated BACTEC™ 9000 BC contamination was 19.9%. We found that co-
series system. All isolates were  tested for morbidity factors such as ischemic heart disease 
antimicrobial susceptibility using the Kirby-Bauer (IHD) and stroke, environmental factors 
disc diffusion method, and the breakpoint of the (working shift and triage) showed a significant 
zone of inhibition for each sample interpreted association with the risk of BC contamination 
according to CLSI. Each isolate was categorized as (Table 1 and 2). 
sensitive or resistant based on the results of 
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Table 1. Patient factors as predictors for blood culture Table 2. Environmental factors as predictors for blood 
contamination. culture contamination.

*Factors served as reference category; **P<0.05, statistically 
significant. OR: odds ratio, CI: confidence interval, CNS: 
central nervous system, GIT: gastrointestinal tract, GUT: 
genitourinary tract, DM: diabetes mellitus, HPT: *Factors served as reference category; **P<0.05, statistically 
hypertension, IHD: ischemic heart disease. significant. OR: odds ratio, CI: confidence interval.

25

Table 4. Healthcare provider factors as predictors for Interestingly, night shift (OR, 4.73; CI, 1.35-16.57; 
blood culture contamination. p=0.015), semi-critical zone (OR, 3.78; CI, 1.47-

9.73; p=0.006) and stroke (OR, 5.49; CI, 1.36-
22.19; p=0.017) were found to be significantly 
associated with the risk of BC contamination (Table 
3). However, there was no significant association 
between BC with healthcare provider factors (Table 
4).

DISCUSSION
The rate of BC contamination in our ED was high, in 
comparison to other settings. It is due to fast pace *Factors served as reference category; **P<0.05, statistically 

significant. OR: odds ratio, CI: confidence interval, MO: environment nature of ED and emergency care 
medical officer, HO: house officer. providers, which always work under pressures with 
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minimum numbers of staff. Besides, overcrowded phlebotomist due to an altered mental status.  This 
EDs also  may lead to sub-optimise clinical care. finding is in concordance with a previous study that 
Minimising the rate of BC will improve patient care, BC contamination was more likely to occur in 

15thus, may reduce the unnecessary  antibiotics cost critically ill and altered mental status patients.  
13and clinical resource utilization.  The targeting Furthermore, stroke patient is a frequent visitor of 

rates for blood culture contamination have ED. They have exposed to some biofilm-forming 
8 14 strains of the skin microflora coagulase negative established at 2-3%,  or less,  and it differs between 

Staphylococci (CoNS), such as Staphylococcus various settings.
epidermidis and Staphylococcus capitis that may An earlier retrospective study on BC contamination 
contribute to the resistance to bactericidal properties rate and positive blood cultures in ED HUSM varied 

18between 9-40% and 2.7-14.3%, respectively from of alcoholic chlorhexidine.  However, further 
10 studies are warranted to confirm the chlorhexidine 2002 until 2008.  The finding proved that there was 

resistance in this comorbid group.a broad range of contamination rate. The 
Our results showed that working shift (night shift investigated factors were categorized into a patient, 
work) also exhibited a significant association with healthcare provider and environmental.
the risk of BC contamination (OR, 4.73; CI, 1.35-In present study, 44 (32.4%) of BC samples were 
16.57; p=0.015). BC taken during night shift was positive, and 92 (67.6%) were negative. Out of 44 
almost five times more likely to be contaminated, positive BC, 27 (61.4%) were contaminated. The 
compared to sample taken during a morning shift. rate of BC contamination in the study population 
To date, there was no previous study reported on the was 19.9%. The increment of contamination rate is 
association between blood culture contamination probably due to the increasing number of BC taken 
rate and the working shift in ED. However, it is from ED as a result of EGDT protocols, which 
possible due to the human physiological factor. The recommends obtaining BC before administration of 
peaks and valleys of hormones and body antimicrobial therapy. This reason was in agreement 
temperatures evident in circadian rhythms have the with a previous study where the frequency of ED  
potential to affect the ability to perform work BC contamination increased, and the likelihood of 
adversely during non-physiologic working hours. A recovering a pathogen decreased during high 

15 previous study showed that attending emergency occupancy period.  
physicians demonstrated a decrease in speed and Medical personnel need to adhere to the 
accuracy of intubation and decreased decision recommended protocols for proper BC sampling 
making ability during the night shift working methods to obtain a non-contaminated sample. In 

19rotation.  Besides, working a series of five-night the emergency setting, most of the sepsis patients 
shifts can lead to a significant decline in cognitive are critically ill and crowded environment in ED 

20will predispose to a contaminated BC. The recent performance of physicians in the ED.  On average, 
study in ED HUSM reported that there was a lack of the risk of an adverse incident was approximately 
proper knowledge in BC sampling practice among 6% higher on the second night, 17% higher on the 

16 21 
healthcare staff.  It might also be one of the possible third night and 36% higher on the fourth night.
reasons that contribute to the high incidence of BC Interestingly, we also found that BC taken from a 
contamination in ED HUSM. semi-critical zone in triage was almost four times 
Patients with critical illness, end-stage renal disease more likely to be contaminated (OR, 3.78; CI, 1.47-
(ESRD) and older patients are at increased risk for 9.73; p=0.006). Conflicting results have been 

17 reported where critical patients (triage levels 1 and BC contamination in ED.  In the present study, 
2) are commonly associated with BC contamination stroke emerged as a significant comorbid illness 

17with five times higher risk for BC contamination in the ED.  It is possible that it is due to the high 
taken in ED HUSM (OR, 5.49; CI, 1.36-22.19; number of patients, high staff-to-patient ratio and 
p=0.017). These patients have difficulties in lack of high-quality trained staff in this semi-critical 
understanding the instruction given by the area. This finding is in agreement with the previous 
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study that crowded ED is found to be associated 
with reducing the performance of BC by increasing 
the rate of contamination and decreasing the 
diagnostic yield.15 

CONCLUSION
Even though the present study used a small sample 
size, our findings able to highlight the association of 
stroke patients and environmental factors such as 
night shift work and semi-critical zone in triage with 
the risk of blood culture contamination. This 
important finding should be regarded as a time for 
the change and provide an impetus towards 
improving patient care. Various strategies need to 
formulated focusing on awareness, continuous 
education and improvement of blood taking 
technique may help to provide a long term solution 
to blood culture contamination problem.
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